Enabling Run-time Resource-aware Task Placement in Fog Scenario
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ABSTRACT

The amount of data produced at the edge of the network led to the introduction of the Fog Computing paradigm, as a way to assist resource constrained devices in processing and delivering data on behalf of the Cloud. This intermediate layer of computing infrastructure and services, closer to the edge, provides better response times thanks to the physical proximity between devices and computing nodes, while introducing new challenges regarding privacy, fault tolerance and task allocation strategies. In this work we introduce a framework for distributed computation of tasks, which extends a resource-aware programming model to abstract the underlying complexity of task and data allocations.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, world is experiencing a new computing era. Thanks to the advent of Internet of Things and Cloud computing, a huge number of embedded devices (sensors, actuators…) can be interconnected, enabling the possibility to acquire a lot of data that can be further processed remotely for a variety of purposes. Unfortunately, the management and transmission of all raw information from the edge to the Cloud requires ever larger data centers and it considerably increases network bandwidth demand, making it not sustainable or very expensive in the future. Moreover, some use-case scenarios (e.g., automotive, emergency management…) have real-time constraints and require an high responsiveness which are not satisfied using a Cloud solution, due to latency and unreliability introduced by the Internet network. Thus, in recent years, new approaches aim at shifting data processing back to the edge devices, where data is generated, in order to: (a) extract small-sized information from the raw data and avoid an high bandwidth consumption; (b) reduce the transmission latency to the Cloud, thus enabling faster response; (c) increase the reliability of the system leveraging local nearby devices. At this regard, the Fog computing paradigm was introduced by Cisco in 2012 and it includes a layer between the edge and the Cloud able to provide computational and storage services. This layer is composed by a set of devices
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(e.g., embedded boards, smartphones, gateways, local servers…) located nearby the data sources. In particular, the architecture can be considered as a bi-dimensional resource space in which data and computational tasks can be distributed among the devices both "horizontally" (i.e., between devices in the same layer) and "vertically" (i.e., between devices in different layers)[ZMGF18].

2 Run-Time Distributed Resource Management

In this context, since the highly distributed and heterogeneous nature of the system, both in terms of devices typology and hardware architectures, we need a management system able to deal with (a) mobility and availability of resources, (b) energy and computational capabilities constraints of devices. In this sense, our work includes an open source resource manager, the BarbequeRTRM[BMF15], which fit the aforementioned needs and has been extended in a distributed version. In particular, the different instances of the BarbequeRTRM, running on the different devices, can communicate to each other through the RemoteProxy. While the Distributed Manager module is in charge of discovering new available devices and synchronizing the current status of the systems.

However, the complexity of such infrastructure requires to be hidden from a developer perspective, demanding new tools and programming model. In fact, in order to improve an efficient utilization of the system, applications have to be composed by different modules, which are called "tasks" in our jargon, that can be dispatched on separated devices. In this way, we can represent an application through a task graph, which is a direct graph, where the arcs represents the mapping between the kernel (i.e., a specific workload to be executed), the buffers (i.e., memory space in which read/store data) and the events. The nodes can be buffers or kernels and two adjacent nodes cannot be of the same type. Exploiting the task-graph and application information, the instances of the resource manager follow a distributed strategy to allocate the task at system-level, optimizing energy efficiency and QoS, while implement a centralized strategy to pick the best resource allocation at device-level, in order to optimize local metrics (e.g., temperature, load…) and applications cohabitation.

To integrate the application with the resource management, we adopt a resource-aware programming model developed for a deeply heterogeneous HPC context inside the MANGO EU project[FAA+18, AFM+18]. Then, in order to make it compatible with the aforementioned distributed system, we develop the BeeR framework[Iez18], which allows an effective offloading of tasks on remote targets.

3 The BeeR Framework

BeeR is an extension of the MANGO framework with the goal of targeting remote embedded devices (IoT, mobile, smart objects) connected in a network, that can be exploited to execute computational workloads. These can be components of a complex application (i.e., tasks), or standalone functions which returns some data. The framework consists of two main components.

The BeeR daemon is a standalone daemon application which is usually installed on remote devices. This daemon listens for requests coming from applications that may be running on network nodes or general purpose computers. Through a TCP connection, the daemon is
Figure 1: Request and Response classes used to represent message sent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ appld: string</td>
<td>+ result: mango_exit_code_t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ cmd: RemoteCommand</td>
<td>+ data: string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ id: uint32_t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ size: size_t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ buffer: string</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Typical scenario where a BeeR application offload kernels and buffers to remote devices running the daemon.

The protocol consists of a request and a response, defined as C++ classes as shown in Figure 1. The requests contains an application id, which is unique to the application that generated the call, a RemoteCommand field representing the action to be executed, and three field (id, size, buffer) which are optionally used by some function (e.g. a buffer write operation requires the specification of all the three fields). The response class contains a result code and optionally a string containing a message or a buffer for some specific commands. The framework leverage object serialization to send instance of requests and responses back and forth.

On the other side there is the client application exploiting the BeeR library, an extended...
version of the MANGO libraries providing a programming model which abstracts the underlying complexity of task allocation and resource management and gives fine-grained configuration mechanisms. In particular, it defines function for (a) registering binary programs as kernels and assign an id, (b) read and write buffers, (c) start remote execution of kernels, (d) manage the occurrence of remote events (e.g. kernel termination) and (e) retrieve statistics about kernel execution. As shown in Figure 2, the library layer directly communicates with BarbequeRTRM in order to provide run-time management of remote tasks considering not only device resources, status and capabilities, but also application QoS requirements. Depending on the type of application and its requirements, the resource manager can decide whether to offload the task to remote devices or keep the computation local and use edge devices only for data gathering, depending on the metrics chosen for the current application.

Devices and applications coexists in a many to many relationship, meaning that a single daemon instance can run kernels coming from multiple applications from different sources, and a BeeR application can scatter its kernels to different device.

4 Conclusions

In the context of Fog computing, the complexity of the system requires a distributed resource management approach along with a proper programming model able to deal with heterogeneity and mobility of resources, as well as application modularity. At this regard, our work presents an extension of a suitable resource manager and a resource-aware task-offloading framework. We are planning to evaluate the framework on a real cluster, containing some low-performance embedded systems acting as edge devices and others that could act as Fog nodes. This will be done by running a ported version of the Pathfinder algorithm from the Rodinia suite of GPU parallel benchmarks.
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